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Introduction
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Updating your radiography equipment doesn’t

Introduction

have to mean a full system replacement. With
CuattroDR™, you have options–options that can
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Retrofit
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address the needs of your practice today, while
ensuring flexibility for the future.
CuattroDR makes it possible and simple to configure the equipment
of any size radiography room from large clinics to small practices.
Depending on the need, the portfolio can be deployed as a retrofit,
full room, or mobile solution, delivering the value and versatility your
imaging suite requires.

Full Room

If you’re ready to increase study volume, achieve better results, and
improve the patient experience, there’s a Cuattro solution that can
help.
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Let’s get started.

Mobile
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The Cuattro Advantage
About Watson Health
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Retrofit
With CuattroDR DR retrofit solutions, upgrading your equipment
doesn’t require the replacement of all of your mechanics. CuattroDR
makes it easy to leverage existing assets to transform your current
X-ray suite to digital radiography with installations that take minutes
to hours, not days to weeks. The detector size, along with its wireless
design, guarantees effortless insertion into existing tables, wall stands,
and Bucky systems to deliver realtime images with high quality levels
of detail and contrast.

14”x17” 100 μm Wireless Detector
The 14”x17” 100 μm detector generates images
up to 3556 x 4320 pixels with an extended
grayscale detection of 16 bits in real-time to
provide greater confidence in your diagnosis.

14”x17” 140 μm Wireless Detector
The 14”x17” 140 μm detector generates images
up to 2560 x 3072 pixels and is available in
both Cesium Iodine and Gadolinium Oxide
configurations.
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Full Room
CuattroDR supports a range of full room options that streamline the
imaging process for both healthcare providers and patients to help
improve productivity and optimize imaging workflow.

CuattroDR™ Floor Rail System
The floor rail system is a powerful space-saving solution for the
smallest radiography rooms and can fit into a ceiling minimum height
of 8”. The mobile table can support up to 500 lbs. providing a fullfeatured system with maximum imaging capability and flexibility.

CuattroDR™ Floor Mounted Tube Stand
The floor mounted tube stand system is our most common
configuration for orthopedic applications. The elevating four-way table
can support up to 650 lbs. and can go as low as 23”, improving patient
comfort for table top imaging procedures.

CuattroDR™ Overhead Tube Crane
CuattroDR™ Overhead Tube Crane with elevating table and wallstand
The overhead tube crane system allows maximum flexibility and speed,
making it the most popular choice for large, busy orthopedic groups
performing a wide range of procedures. This system offers optional
autotracking and autopositioning functionality if desired.

CuattroDR™ uArm
The uArm provides limitless flexibility to position patients for standing,
sitting, horizontal, and weight-bearing and off-axis-angle projections.
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Mobile
CuattroDR’s mobile digital radiography solutions offer a portable,
compact, and lightweight design that is ideal for mobile services, inroom imaging solutions, and surgery suites.

CuattroDR™ Arcus Mobile

The Arcus digital X-ray system offers functional and flexible imaging in
a motor-driven mobile X-ray environment. The CuattroDR removable
tablet workstation can be shared with other analog mobile X-ray
systems (along with the digital detector) to immediately convert those
devices to a digital workflow. The removable tablet is also easily
replaceable which allows for a quick return to function in the case of
needed repair.

CuattroDR™ Portable Digital Radiography

The Cuattro Digital X-ray portable system offers mobility in a compact
design that is suitable for many extremity imaging needs.
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The Cuattro Advantage

High quality images

CuattroDR’s technology provides high-quality images, including spine,
sports medicine, trauma, total joints, and upper and lower extremities

We know Orthopedics.
We know Digital Radiography.

Flexible support

Built-in one-touch help, 24/7
Total cost of ownership with drop protection

About Watson Health Imaging
Watson Health Imaging, a segment of IBM Watson Health, is a leading
provider of innovative artificial intelligence, enterprise imaging and
interoperability solutions that seek to advance healthcare. Its Merge
branded enterprise imaging solutions facilitate the management,
sharing and storage of billions of patient medical images.
With solutions that have been used by providers for more than 25
years, Watson Health Imaging is helping to reduce costs, improve
efficiencies and enhance the quality of healthcare worldwide.
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We’re here to help.
Make the move to digital with
Watson Health.
Learn more by visiting
ibm.com/watson-health/
solutions/orthopedic-radiology
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